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Billy the Kid Death Scene:
Reviewing Ballistic Evidence
By James A. Bailey and Margaret B. Bailey

Y

oung and notorious, Billy the Kid lived an
extraordinary life as an outlaw in the New
Mexico Territory. For decades Western
writers, historians and investigators have
speculated about Billy the Kid's exploits and circumstances surrounding his death.1 For this
investigation, newspaper articles and accounts
describing Billy the Kid were reviewed. In addition to a retrospective examination of these
sources, anecdotal accounts provided supplemental evidence associated with Billy and his
death. In reviewing the case and contemplating
a possible conclusion surrounding the circumstances of Billy's death, a forensic examination
of bullet holes in Peter "Pete" Menard Maxwell's
washstand was also conducted.2 This forensic
examination of the Maxwell washstand and
related evidence will provide those interested in
the death of Billy the Kid with important information to consider in the case.
In April 1880, Billy the Kid was tried and sentenced for his involvement in a deadly dispute
known as the Lincoln County War that erupted
following several years of conflict between rival
Irish and English businessmen in the New
Mexico
Territory.3-4
Following the trial, Billy
was jailed in Lincoln
County Jail, Lincoln,
New Mexico. Sheriff
Patrick F. Garrett
assigned two deputies
to guard Billy while
Garrett was out of
town. On April 27,
1881, Billy killed the
two deputies, escaped
and sought refuge at
Pete Maxwell's ranch

at Fort Sumner nearly a hundred and fifty miles
from Lincoln.5 Maxwell, son of Lucien and Maria
de la Luz Maxwell, was well known by everyone
in the Territory including Billy and Sheriff
Garrett.6-7
In July 1881, following Billy's escape, Garrett
received a letter from M.S. Brazil informing him
that "the Kid was living near Peter Maxwell's on
the Basque Grande, three miles from Fort
Sumner on the Pecos River, disguised as a
Mexican sheep herder."8-9

Seated is Peter "Pete" Menard Maxwell, son of
Lucien and Maria de la Luz Beaubien Maxwell.
Standing is Henry Leis who participated in the
Battle of the Adobe Walls. (Courtesy
Kenneth L. Miller, III, N ashville, TN.)

In fact, Garrett not only received the letter
from Brazil, he "received several communications from persons in the vicinity of and about
Fort Sumner, that William Bonney, alias the Kid,
had been there, or in that vicinity for some

Woodblock illustration from 1882 edition of The
Authentic Life of Billy the Kid by Pat F. Floyd Garrett.
The woodblock print has been reversed illustrating Billy
with his revolver on the right side. (Authors' Collection)
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time."10 It was alleged Billy visited the Maxwell house at night for provisions.11 Acting on these leads
following a seventy-eight day search for Billy, Garrett and his posse of two, John W. Poe and Thomas
C. McKinney, traveled to Fort Sumner. At the end of a stakeout of the Maxwell dwelling at Fort Sumner,
Garrett decided near midnight he wanted to talk with Maxwell about Billy's whereabouts. So the three
men approached the Maxwell residence. While Garrett went inside the room where Maxwell was sleeping, the two deputies remained outside. Within minutes, Billy appeared on the scene, questioned the
two deputies and entered Maxwell's room where he encountered not only Maxwell but Garrett who shot
and killed Billy shortly after midnight on July 14, 1881. Garrett and Maxwell's relationship is not completely understood; however, it is peculiar that Garrett would enter a sleeping man's bedroom near midnight.12-13

William Bonney, "Billy the Kid," is listed in the 1880 U.S. Census taken at Fort Sumner June 17, 18 and 19, 1880, line no.
22. Charles Bowdre and Bowdre's wife, Manuela, are listed directly above Bonney on line nos. 20 and 21. Bonney and
Bowdre's occupations are listed as "works in cattle." On the same page of the census, lines 41, 42 and 43 Manuel Abreu,
his first wife, Emilia Maxwell Abreu and their three month old daughter are listed. Manuel and Emilia's daughter was born
in March 1880. (Authors' Collection)

In the aftermath of the shooting, Garrett and Poe said Billy was armed with a butcher knife and
revolver. However, Deluvina, a respected Navajo servant who was accepted as a Maxwell family member, disputed this claim.14 At the death scene, she said Billy only had a butcher knife.15 Whether Billy
was armed with a revolver or not will likely be a matter of debate by those who continue to review Billy's
death.
On the night of the shooting, the washstand was in Pete's room in an unidentified location. A single
bullet penetrated and exited the washstand which went unnoticed by Garrett, Poe, McKinney and
Maxwell that night. The washstand and other furniture in
Maxwell's room remained in the Maxwell family for generations. Concealed in some of the furniture was evidence of
the events which persisted for decades. Specifically, the
washstand preserved important forensic evidence with the
potential to render information which perhaps could identify the shooter who shot the washstand.
Luz, Pete and Odile Maxwell's mother, first stored the
items at Luz's home at Fort Sumner and then stored them
in her home at the second Fort Sumner settlement which
eventually became Manuel and Odile Maxwell Abreu's
home.16-17 The second Fort Sumner settlement became
known as the Village of Fort Sumner and was located about
one and a half miles south of the original Fort Sumner residence that Pete and Odile's father, Lucien Maxwell, purchased in 1870 at a government auction. Sometime about
1925 Pete Maxwell's niece, Stella Abreu, the fifteen-yearold daughter of Manuel and Odile, established the Billy the
Kid Museum near Fort Sumner. Stella displayed contents
Stella Abreu Miller's father and mother, Manuel
from her uncle's room the night Billy was killed which
and Odile Maxwell Abreu, circa 1887. (Courtesy
included the washstand and other Maxwell family items.18
Kenneth L. Miller, III, N ashville, TN )
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When Lucien Maxwell purchased the Fort
Sumner property it included several adobe
buildings. Among those buildings was the structure that housed the commanding officers' quarters which became the Maxwell family residence. It was constructed of braces and scantling made from ponderosa pine timbered and
transported from as far away as Turkey
Mountain in northeastern New Mexico. The
building's exterior adobe walls were twenty-four
inches thick. Originally, the quarters were fifty
feet wide and ninety-five feet long with eight
rooms divided by a hallway ten feet wide and
forty feet long. Four of the rooms were twenty
feet by twenty feet, three rooms were fifteen feet
by twenty feet, and one room was ten feet by
twenty feet. There was a large uncovered corral approximately thirty feet by fifty-five feet on
the northwest side of the quarters.19-20
The building weathered the harsh elements of
New Mexico's climate providing Fort Sumner's
officers and later the Maxwell family with comfortable, spacious living quarters. Five years
after purchasing the property Lucien died.
Subsequent to Lucien's death, Luz, Lucien's
wife, owned the Fort Sumner residence and
Maxwell belongings. Pete died in 1898 followed
by Luz's death in 1900. After their deaths, the
washstand was among the Maxwell items which
Odile Maxwell Abreu inherited. 21

Stella Abreu Miller's "Billy the Kid Museum" in Santa
Rosa, N ew Mexico circa 1940. (Courtesy Kenneth L.
Miller, Jr., Albuquerque, N M)

Up until 1936, Stella had Billy the Kid
Museums in two different locations in the Fort
Sumner area where she displayed the washstand and other artifacts. Then, sometime
around 1940, Stella and her husband, Kenneth
L. Miller, Sr., relocated to Santa Rosa, New
Mexico where they operated a gas station.
Again, the washstand went on display. This
time in a portion of the gas station that housed
her Billy the Kid Museum at Santa Rosa. In a
few years, Stella and Kenneth moved to
Albuquerque where the washstand and other
museum items were once more stored at family
residences in the Fort Sumner area.
Throughout the years that followed, some of the
museum pieces were borrowed, sold or given to
interested individuals. To preserve the remaining pieces, in 1959 Stella stored them at her
home in Albuquerque where they remained.
After her death, Mannie, Stella and Kenneth's
youngest son and caregiver, inherited the washstand and other museum items.22
Mannie kept the washstand stored on the
property he shared with his parents in
Albuquerque. Other than one public exhibit at
the Albuquerque Museum, May 13-22, 2007, the
items remained in storage at the Miller home.
Mannie died March 20, 2011.

Stella Abreu and Maurice G. Fulton outside "Billy the Kid
Museum," in Fort Sumner, N M circa 1925. (Courtesy
Kenneth L. Miller, Jr., Albuquerque, N M)
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Manuel "Mannie" F. Miller, son of
Kenneth L. Miller, Sr. and Stella
Abreu Miller circa 1959-1960,
taken upon Mannie's completion of
Air Force Basic Training. It was
taken about the same time his
parents relocated to Albuquerque,
N M (Courtesy Kenneth L. Miller,
III, N ashville, TN )

In storing the
M a x w e l l
belongings,
Stella and her
family
preserved
an
important part
of the Maxwell
family's role in
Western frontier history as
well as evidence pertaining to Billy's
death.
So,
when the heirs
decided to sell
the washstand
and other artifacts, the procurer of choice
was a private
collector who
also had an
avid interest in

Western history preservation.23
Given the death scene inside Maxwell's room,
the washstand is a significant piece of physical
evidence in reconstructing the Billy the Kid
shooting. Although photographs showing the
layout of the room after the shooting are unavailable, relevant Billy the Kid items, including the
washstand, are in the William I. Koch
Collection.24-25 A review and assessment of the
washstand and these artifacts contributed to
reconstructing the scene and events which took
place the night Billy was shot.
In 2004 Kurtis Productions, a television documentary company was interested in Stella's

museum collection. The production company
enlisted the assistance of internationally
respected forensic scientist, Dr. Henry C. Lee,
Chief Emeritus, Connecticut State Police
Forensic Laboratory; and two of his associates,
Calvin D. Ostler, forensic consultant; and Kim
Ostler, crime scene assistant, to conduct forensic tests on the washstand and other items in
the collection.
Michael Haag, Firearms
Examiner, Albuquerque Police Department
Crime Lab also assisted. Dr. Lee's forensic
report notes: "Visual examination of the external
surface of the washstand reveals two holes, one
single hole in each end of the side panel.
Macroscopic examination of these holes indicates the holes are consistent with bullet
holes."26
When viewing the washstand from the front,
the bullet hole on the left side panel was
described as consistent with a bullet entrance
hole and the bullet hole on the right side panel
was described as an exit bullet hole. The report
also indicated the path of the bullet as it traveled
through the left side panel, through the left side
of the drawer, the right side of the drawer and
finally exited through the right side panel. Dr.
Lee, his associates and Haag performed a sodium rhodizonate test on the four bullet holes to
determine if bullet wipe or traces of lead were
present around each bullet hole.27-28
When a bullet passes through materials such
as wood, traces of lead are often transferred to
the wood around the periphery of the hole and
will test positive for the presence of lead.29 Dr.
Lee's tests produced positive results confirming
lead was present around the periphery of the
holes tested in the washstand. Also, Dr. Lee
used a laser beam in the examination to align
the bullet-hole angles with the drawer when

Winter panoramic view of Koch's western town beneath Ragged Mountains. (courtesy William I. Koch, Photo by Pat
Sudmeier)
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closed. In so doing, he determined the bullet
path was from the left panel downward approximately 4.47 degrees and from the back of the
side panel toward the front approximately 5.22
degrees.30
In 2014 author James Bailey developed a
new forensic technique that could be used for
the examination of bullet holes using radiography. Radiography has been used in clinical and
forensic medicine for decades to locate bullets
in the human body but it has only been used
recently to identify lead particles in other substrates such as wood in order to locate bullet
metal in bullet holes. Until the development of
portable radiography devices and digital sensors, it was not practical to make radiographs of
bullet holes. Beforehand, the x-ray equipment
was large and required special facilities for
developing x-ray film.
On May 13-14, 2015, the authors traveled to
Colorado to examine the washstand. A portable
digital radiography unit was used to identify and
confirm the bullet holes in the washstand. The
washstand was located in one of several
restored buildings relocated to Koch's creation
of a western town.31 The one-room building
where Billy the Kid items were exhibited had
previously been a one-room schoolhouse built
during the late nineteenth century.

Upon examination, the washstand's style, finish and hardware were consistent with 19th century furniture. A pull-out dowel towel rack was
located at the top of the right-hand panel near
the front.32 The washstand was dark in color
with some exposed unfinished areas where
some of the finish had worn away and all but
one of the washstand drawer knobs were missing. The washstand measured approximately
29 inches in height, 28 inches wide and 15 inches deep. The entrance bullet hole on the left
side was approximately 5 7/8 inches from the
top of the washstand and 6 1/4 inches from the
back of the washstand. The exit bullet hole was
7 5/8 inches from the top and 6 1/2 inches from
the back. The left side panel had slipped downward from the cabinet frame mortice and was
not representative of its 1881 position. Despite
the slightly shifted side panel, the measurements were consistent with a downward bullet
trajectory.
Whether the top drawer of the washstand
contained any contents at the time of the shooting is unknown. Therefore, possible contents
were considered in analyzing the washstand
bullet holes. Items in the drawer could have
altered the bullet's path through the drawer. Yet,
according to the four bullet-hole measurements
and alignment, the bullet path did not deviate
significantly.
Additionally, a Nomad portable x-ray device
was used to record digital radiographic images
of the bullet holes. Typically, forensic odonatologists or pathologists use this instrument for
recording radiographs in mass disasters for the
purpose of personal identifications and dentists
use it for making radiographs of patients who
cannot be transported to a dental facility.33-34
Since its development, it has also been used in
forensic applications specifically in examining
bullet holes in bone, wood, plaster board, plastics and other substrates. Developments in this
technology have simplified the process of producing radiographic images in forensic applications.
Bullet metal is an alloy, primarily containing
lead but also a small percentage of tin and antimony.
The addition of these two alloys
improves the hardness and ductility of bullets
and all three metals absorb more radiation than
materials with lesser densities.35 Therefore, to
produce a radiographic image, an exposure setting was selected on the Nomad, the digital

Washstand with arrow indicating approximate downward
path of bullet. (Copyright William I. Koch, Photo by
authors)
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sensor was placed behind the object to be xrayed and an exposure was made. The various
densities absorbed different amounts of radiation and differences in densities were observable in the radiograph as light or dark areas.
The light areas on the radiographs were created
by material that absorbed more radiation than
the material in the dark areas.36
While the sodium rhodizonate test is generally applied in forensic cases to detect gunshot
residue, it is not a conclusive test. In some
cases, other sources of lead can yield a positive
result for bullet residue. For example, lead in
lead-based paint can produce positive results.37
Likewise, radiographs recorded with the Nomad
are not conclusive tests for bullet metal since
the Nomad detects any type of metal or alloy.
Therefore, the presence and pattern of metal
detected with the Nomad radiographs around
the periphery of the holes were evaluated. After
careful examination, the holes in the washstand
were determined to be consistent with the 2004
rhodizonate test results.38
Next, the top drawer of the washstand was
removed and the x-ray device was positioned so
the collimation cone was perpendicular to the
digital sensor. Once an exposure was made,
the raw data from the sensor travelled to a laptop computer where the raw data was

processed and converted into a digital radiographic image.39
Radiographic images have no depth of field;
as a result, an x-ray beam was focused perpendicular to the bullet holes to determine the distribution of any metal particles around the periphery of the holes. The x-ray examination of the
bullet holes on this historic artifact provided
important forensic information. Persistence of
bullet metal particles is unknown; however, in
this case, after one hundred and thirty-four
years, detectable traces of bullet metal, specifically lead, were found in two of the bullet holes
in the washstand. The bright areas in the bullethole images represent a radiographic density
consistent with metal fragments.40
After the radiograph images were recorded,
next a Dino Lite digital microscope was used to
examine the periphery around the bullet hole at
a magnification of approximately 20X. This type
of examination was performed to determine if
any visible presence of non-metallic trace transfer remained around the periphery of the bullet
hole. If the bullet passed through any type of
fabric stored in the top washstand drawer,
potentially fabric fibers could have been embedded in the wooden fibers around the bullet
holes. In this case, no trace transfer of any fabric fibers was observable.

Left washstand side panel with bullet entrance hole.
(Copyright William I. Koch, Photo by authors)

Right washstand side panel with bullet exit hole. (Copyright
William I. Koch, Photo by authors)
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X-ray equipment (Photo by authors)

Right washstand drawer radiograph (Radiograph by
authors)

Right washstand panel (Radiograph by authors)

Outside of drawer on right side (Copyright William I. Koch,
Photo by authors.)

Right washstand panel exterior (Copyright William I. Koch,
Photo by authors)
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Once the holes in the washstand were confirmed to be bullet holes, attention was directed to the scene
of the shooting to determine who shot the washstand. As noted previously, there are no known photographs identifying the arrangement inside the room where Billy was shot. Nevertheless, there is one
woodblock plate image in Garrett's 1882 book illustrating the layout of Maxwell's bedroom at the time of
the shooting.41

Illustration from a woodblock plate in Garrett's 1882 book. (Courtesy Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke
Rare Book and Manuscript Library, N ew Haven, CT)

The perspective for the woodblock illustration appears to have been drawn while viewing the bedroom
from a doorway. The woodblock image illustrates a barefooted Billy with no hat standing in the moonlight holding a knife and revolver with the full moon in the window to Billy's left. It depicts Maxwell leaping to the foot of the bed as Garrett fired his revolver. A cabinet is located near a corner of the room
behind Billy to his right and another cabinet on the same wall is located to Billy's left with a mirror above
it. Neither cabinet accurately illustrates the washstand.
In the right bottom corner of the woodblock image, "Baker Co Chicago" is visible but practically illegible. This company prepared the woodblock illustration for Garrett's book. According to George Miles,
curator, Western Americana Collection, Yale University, and Will Hansen, director, Reader Services and
curator of Americana, Newberry Library, Baker Company did inexpensive wood cuts for numerous publishers. Miles and Hansen noted the images by this company are generally drawn from photographs,
written portrayals or reported descriptions. The depiction of the scene may or may not be accurate and
only approximates a description of the shooting.42-44
Even though photographs of the room's interior are unavailable, there are photographs of the exterior of the Maxwell property prior to it becoming Maxwell's residence as well as after the Maxwell's renovated the building that housed the officers' quarters. The New Mexico Digital Collection hosted by the
University of New Mexico Libraries has several photos in their archives of the Fort Sumner adobe structures during and after construction including a rear view of the officers' quarters dated 1864-1868. At
least two of the photographs taken of the renovated adobe buildings are dated circa 1870-1880 and
were at a vantage so the southeastern corner was visible where Pete Maxwell's room was located in
1881.
The photographs disclose details which provided some limited information about Maxwell's room,
which was located beyond a gated paling fence that enclosed the south and northeast perimeter of the
house. Some features possibly remained unchanged despite the structure undergoing renovations.
Namely, the chimneys remained in the same location. Therefore, according to the chimney position on
the roofline in the photos, a fireplace or chimney for a heater serviced the southeast corner room, Pete
Maxwell's bedroom, and was located somewhere along the west wall of the room. Furthermore, in an
adobe building with thick, twenty-four-inch wall construction, window and door openings in all likelihood
remained in the same location even though window openings could more easily have been modified to
become doorways. In identifying the approximate chimney, window and door locations in the room, the
photographs aid in identifying some features of the layout of the room and the location of Maxwell's room
in relation to the overall arrangement of the residence, nearby structures and surrounding grounds.
37
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"as per Burns account."45
Mullin placed the washstand on the south wall
and the fireplace on the west wall. Also, in
Mullin's sketch, he illustrated the exterior door
on the south side of the room hinged on the
west side of the doorframe opening into the
room. Mullin also depicted Garrett standing in
front of the northeast window. But this was an
unlikely position for Garrett to stand because as
Billy entered the room, the light from the window
would have revealed Garrett.
On July 19, 1881, a rudimentary diagram of
Maxwell's room was published in the Las Vegas
Gazette. Afterward, Mullin altered his sketch of
the room. He changed the orientation of the bed
from parallel to the south wall in the southeast
corner of the room to parallel with the east wall
still located in the southeast corner of the room.
A second page of his notes archived at the
Haley History Center, includes a penciled line
drawn to the bed position indicating a change in
the bed's orientation with a handwritten notation
which read, "Las Vegas Gazette." Again, another note typed above the sketch references
Burns, "Burns Saga p. 224."
The 1881 diagram published in the Las Vegas
Gazette did not provide the location of the washstand or other items of furniture. Still, it provided five essential details: the position and loca-

Moreover, in two of the New Mexico Digital
Collection's archived photographs of the
Maxwell residence, there were two evenly
spaced windows on the southeast side of the
house. On the south side, there was a window
and exterior door southwest of the corner.
Given this layout of the Maxwell residence at
Fort Sumner and accounts of the shooting, the
exterior door on the south side of the wall
entered the corner room where the shooting
took place. Maxwell's bed, which was about the
size of a modern-day twin bed, has been
described in many accounts as being positioned
with the headboard against the south or east
wall to the right of the exterior door and window
both of which were located on the south wall.
Research notes written by Robert N. Mullin,
author of The Boyhood of Billy the Kid and editor of Maurice G. Fulton's History of the Lincoln
County War, are archived at the Haley History
Center, Midland, Texas. In one of Mullin's
sketches, he produced his interpretation of the
Maxwell bedroom illustrating the arrangement of
the furniture in Maxwell's room and referenced it

Diagram from Robert N . Mullin's notebook at the Haley
History Center, Midland, Texas. (Courtesy N ita Stewart
Haley Memorial Library, Midland, Texas. Robert Mullin
Collection)

Diagram of Maxwell's bedroom illustrating Billy and
Maxwell's positions. Las Vegas Gazette, July 19, 1881,
np. (Authors’ Collection)
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tion of Maxwell's bed, where Billy stood when he
was shot, location of Billy's body when he fell as
well as the door and window locations. With this
information, published descriptions of the shooting and knowing the approximate path of the
bullet through the washstand, enough details
were provided to reconstruct possible shooting
scenarios in order to determine potential explanations in determining the origin of the bullet
holes in the washstand and answer two important questions: Did Garrett's second bullet hit
the washstand or did Billy shoot and hit the
washstand?

A national newspaper reported a southern
moonlit night "silhouetted against the sand" the
night of the shooting in 1881."50 Garrett sat on
Maxwell's bed in a "heavy shadow, while the
rest of the room was brilliantly illuminated by the
moon rays that streamed through the open windows."51 It is conceivable that Maxwell's bed
was positioned with its head against the south
wall because this arrangement provided more
suitable sleeping conditions. With the bed in
this position, the moonlight would not have
shone directly onto the head of Maxwell's bed
during moonlit nights.
Lighting conditions in the room hindered
Billy's ability to recognize Garrett. Not knowing
the person's identity possibly explains why he
hesitated to shoot. Garrett said, "It was the first
time, during all his life of peril that he [Billy] ever
lost his presence of mind, or failed to shoot first,
and hesitate afterwards." After Billy escaped
from jail he told several people should he meet
Garrett, he would commence shooting because
he would have to surrender, kill Garrett, or be
killed. But the night Billy encountered Garrett in
Maxwell's room, the scenario did not play out as
Billy foretold.52 After Garrett fired one shot,
unsure if Billy was dead, he fired a second
shot.53 Within an instant of Billy entering the
room, Deputy Poe who was outside on the
porch overheard Billy ask Maxwell about
McKinney and him on the porch and then, "a
shot was fired in the room followed immediately
by what everyone within hearing distance
thought were two other shots."54

In historical cases like the Billy the Kid shooting, scientific testing of artifacts, forensic examination of the case and review of written records
can answer specific questions about who could
have shot the washstand. Results corroborate
or contradict witnesses' accounts or in some
instances, witnesses' recollections.
In the Billy the Kid case, the confirmed facts
identify Lincoln County Sheriff Patrick F. Garrett
was the shooter of Billy the Kid in Pete
Maxwell's bedroom at Fort Sumner sometime
around midnight on July 14, 1881. Garrett
admitted firing his revolver twice and he
believed his first shot struck Billy just above the
heart. "All this occurred in a moment. Quickly
as possible I drew my revolver and fired, threw
my body aside and fired again. The second shot
was useless; The Kid fell dead. He never
spoke."46
Maxwell's bedroom was twenty feet by twenty feet with one entrance door and one window
on the south wall and two windows on the east
wall. Additionally, there was a gibbous moon on
July 14, 1881 the night Billy was killed.47
Since the moonlight was a factor in this case,
the moon's illumination was also considered.
The calculated moon conditions for July 14,
1881 at 11:55 p.m. in Fort Sumner confirmed it
was a moonlit night but not quite a full moon. It
was a waning gibbous moon with a relative
brightness of 81 percent. Also, the moon was
positioned about 18 degrees above the horizon
and 114 degrees east of north on a compass
after correction for magnetic declination of 8.3
degrees. With the moon in this position and
brightness, shadows concealed Garrett assuming he was situated alongside the southeastern
wall of the room.48-49

Following the shooting, Garrett, Poe,
McKinney and Maxwell discussed the number of
shots fired. Poe and McKinney initially said they
heard three shots. "Poe asked me [Garrett] how
many shots I fired; I told him two, but that I had
no idea where the second one went. Both Poe
and McKinney said the Kid must have fired then
as there were surely three shots fired; yet, when
we came to look for bullet marks, none from his
pistol could be found. I told them that he had
fired one shot, between my two. Maxwell said
that the Kid fired; yet when we came to look for
bullet marks, none from his pistol could be
found."55-56
Provided three shots were fired inside
39
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Maxwell's room, evidence of three fired bullets
should have been found. The bullets could have
lodged in the wall, furniture or other items present in the room; even so, at the time, they only
located evidence of bullets from two shots.
Therefore, unable to locate evidence for three
bullets or three impact sites, they changed their
statements and agreed only two shots were
fired.57
Obviously, one bullet struck Billy which the
description of his burial preparations proved.
"The corpse was taken to Maxwell's carpenter
shop in the old quarter master's buildings on the
east side of the fort and laid on a workbench,
where the women washed the body. A rag was
stuffed into the hole in the Kid's back, and Pete
Maxwell donated a clean white shirt for a
shroud."58
It is also important to note from Garrett and
Poe's descriptions of Billy's injury that Billy's
death would not have been instantaneous as
some writers suggests. Garrett described Billy's
final moments of life as "a struggle or two, a little strangling sound as he gasped for breath,
and The Kid was with his many victims."59 After
the shooting, Poe also described the sounds
coming from Billy. He said, he "heard a groan
and one or two gasps" coming from inside the
room.60
A shot above the heart may have entered his
lungs and accounted for the sounds Garrett and

Poe described. Billy could have lived for several minutes after he was shot. During that time,
he could have fired his revolver. Thus, it's possible, after being hit in the upper chest as
Garrett described, Billy pulled the trigger by
spontaneous reaction or reflex even though the
Colt Thunderer typically requires twelve pounds
of force to operate its double-action mechanism.
The bullet that penetrated Billy's chest and
exited his body came to rest somewhere in the
room. Evidence of a second shot was discovered when a bullet was found lodged in the
headboard of Maxwell's bed.61-62 Since Billy was
described as backing into the room while facing
Maxwell's bed, the bullet in the headboard most
likely originated from Billy's revolver due to
Billy's described position during the shooting. In
all probability, his aim was toward Garrett's position at the head of Maxwell's bed.
At first, both Poe and McKinney said they
heard three shots fired during the shooting. In
addition, Pete Maxwell reported during the
inquest Billy also fired.63-64 Initially, Garrett
believed Billy must have fired between his two
shots and a spent cartridge was found in Billy's
revolver. But once again after finding no bullet
hole in the room for the shot he first believed
Billy fired, Garrett concluded Billy did not fire his
revolver. "We searched long and faithfullyfound both my bullet marks and none other; so,
against the impression and senses of four men
[Garrett, Poe, McKinney and Maxwell], we had
to conclude that The Kid did not fire at all."
Garrett explained the spent cartridge in Billy's
revolver was there for safety purposes.65
At the time, some shooters practiced carrying
a revolver with an empty chamber over the hammer. The purpose was to prevent the revolver
from accidentally discharging if the revolver was
dropped on its hammer. Those who engaged in
this practice almost always carried the revolver
with the chamber empty. There was no reason
to carry a spent cartridge case in the chamber.
Therefore, a spent cartridge in Billy's revolver's
chamber suggests he fired one shot.
Garrett also said the "shell looked as though
it had been shot sometime before."66 His conclusion would have been improbable because
determining when an empty shell was fired
based on a visual inspection of a cartridge case
is impossible. In most cases, within seconds
after firing one shot, the revolver's barrel retains
some detectable heat to the touch, but within

Alan Tiller conducts trigger pull test on Colt Thunderer
to determine the number of pounds needed to fire the
double action revolver. (Photo by authors)
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minutes after the discharge, the barrel returns to
the ambient temperature. No reference was
made to the temperature of Billy's revolver after
his death.
Even though there is some disagreement in
later reports about the number of shots fired that
night, at the time of the coroner's inquest,
Garrett, Poe, McKinney as well as Maxwell concluded in their accounts that Billy fired his
weapon once during the midnight confrontation
and Garrett fired two shots.
In Poe's description of the three shots, he
said he heard, "The third report as we learned
afterward, being caused by the rebound of the
second bullet, which had struck the adobe wall
and rebounded against the headboard of a
wooden bedstead."67 Despite Poe's explanation, in general, bullet ricochets do not make any
sound especially when the ricochet surface is
wood or non-metallic material similar to the
materials used in adobe building construction.
There is an explanation for a ricochet sound
based on the principle that when a bullet strikes
a hard surface, it can lose its gyroscopic spin
and tumble. A tumbling bullet frequently produces a sound described as a ricochet whine
which is not the same sound as the muzzle blast
when a bullet is fired from a firearm.
Conversely, some ricochets do not make the
familiar "whine."68-69 Consequently, Poe's explanation that the third shot he heard was a bullet
ricochet from Garrett's second shot when the

ricochet hit the bed was based on faulty reasoning.
When considering whether a ricochet bullet
fired by either shooter struck the washstand, it
was unlikely since a round-nosed bullet
becomes deformed after striking the first surface. The deformed bullet leaves an elongated
entry hole on the next surface it strikes. So, if a
bullet ricocheted off another surface, for example, the floor, wall or ceiling before hitting the
washstand, the entry hole in the washstand
would be elongated and not round. Since the
bullet holes in the washstand are not elongated,
in all probability the washstand was not struck
by a ricochet bullet.
Another factor to consider in reconstructing
the shooting is the angle of the washstand to the
wall. Was the washstand parallel to the wall or
was it positioned at an angle to the wall? The
exact position and location of the washstand is
an unknown. Therefore, for this analysis, the
washstand was treated as if it were parallel to
the wall.
In 1881 the lawmen attempted to reconstruct
the shooting but they overlooked the bullet holes
in the washstand. Perhaps a towel hung on the
retractable dowel hid the bullet hole in the right
panel from view and was unnoticed as a result.
Although, the bullet holes in the washstand
received no attention the night of the shooting
when the bullet holes were discovered, their
importance apparently was deemed insignificant

Diagram illustrating the position of the washstand on the north wall. (Diagram by authors)
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except that they occurred the night of the shooting. Also, exactly when the bullet holes in the washstand
were discovered and who found them are unknown details.
Given the diagram of Maxwell's room depicted in a July 19, 1881 Las Vegas newspaper article and
provided the washstand was on the north wall, the path of the bullet in the washstand could be consistent with a shooter from Billy's position if he were standing near the northwest corner of the room close
to the north wall and aimed toward the washstand. Yet, instead of aiming his revolver toward the washstand, it is more probable he maintained his aim toward the southeast corner of the room where he saw
Garrett silhouetted near the head of the bed.
In this case, the bullet trajectory established the bullet passed almost straight through the washstand
panels and top drawer at a downward angle with a slight deflection. It is important to note a bullet can
deflect when passing through a wooden structure similar to the bullet path through the washstand without hitting anything in its path. Also, the downward angle of the bullet through the washstand suggests
the shooter was standing or leaning but not sitting.

Diagram illustrating the position of the washstand on the south wall. (Diagram by authors.)

When reenacting the shooting sequence from Garrett's perspective, Billy entered Maxwell's bedroom
and observed a figure near the head of the bed. Billy approached Maxwell's bed and then, after realizing the presence of someone in Maxwell's bedroom, Billy backed toward the northwest corner of the
moonlit room. Garrett shot twice. Garrett's first shot hit Billy and Garrett fired again. Garrett was unable
to account for his second shot. Possibly, it was obscured in some discrete location in the room and
could have lodged in the wall, ceiling or hit the washstand.70
Reported accounts indicate all shots were fired in close succession which in some cases indicates
the shooter generally does not change positions. After shooting Billy, within an instant, Garrett apparently fired as he said he turned. In that instant, he may have thought his first shot only injured Billy.
Provided the washstand was located on the south wall, when Garrett shifted his position pitching his
body sideways and fired his second shot, his aim was toward where he imagined he saw the silhouette
of Billy crouching in the darkness near the doorway. Instead, in the dim light, perhaps his sight was
focused on the dark silhouette of the washstand near the room's southwest corner near the doorway.
Minor differences in bullet-hole diameters could suggest which revolver fired the shot although it
would be circumstantial evidence subject to argument and debate. Billy was carrying a .41 caliber Colt
Thunderer. Garrett and his posse "examined his pistol [revolver]-a self-cocker 41" and saw five bullets
in the chamber and one empty shell under the hammer.71 The Thunderer chambered a cartridge with a
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a bullet diameter of 0.386 inches.72-77 Garrett
shot a Colt .44-40 caliber cartridge.78 The .4440 revolver chambered a cartridge with a bullet
diameter of 0.427 inches. The difference in size
between a .44-40 bullet and a .41 bullet is 0.041
inches. Sometimes it is distinguishable when
fired through certain materials such as wood but
not always. The ballistics evidence in the washstand is important but at this time, it cannot distinguish one shooter from the other.

washstand or the position of the washstand
against the wall. Billy cannot be eliminated as
the possible shooter who produced the washstand bullet holes. However, in the Billy the Kid
case, prima facie evidence suggests when
Garrett fired his revolver that one of his bullets
was the most credible source for the bullet holes
in the washstand. In conclusion, evidence suggests Garrett's second shot was the most likely
source for the washstand bullet holes.
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Sheriff Patrick F. Garrett confiscated this .44-40
Frontier revolver from Billy the Kid on December 23,
1880 at Stinking Springs, N ew Mexico Territory.
Garrett used this same revolver to fire the fatal shot that
killed Billy at the Maxwell residence. (Courtesy Dr.
James H. Earle, Professor Emeritus, Civil Engineering,
Texas A&M University)

In reviewing the circumstances of Billy the
Kid's death, due to two shooters' presence in
the room, fired bullets should have been present
and recovered from both shooters. Also,
Garrett's second shot could have produced
some additional evidence if it had been recovered and saved. Finally, the most logical origin
for the one bullet that lodged in the headboard
of Maxwell's bed was fired by Billy. He most
likely would have aimed toward the stranger
beside Maxwell's bed cloaked in darkness. This
scenario could account for the three shots the
deputies originally reported.79-81 Today, if that
bullet was available for comparison, it's plausible that test bullets fired from Billy and Garrett's
revolvers could answer this question. However,
in 1881 the recovered bullet from Garrett or
Billy's revolver could not be compared because
the science of matching bullets had not been
developed.
Forensic analysis in historical cases generally involves an examination of witnesses' statements from published accounts in newspapers,
court records, and interpretations from contemporary writers. These accounts combined with
an evaluation of physical evidence allow
researchers to form logical conclusions or likely
outcomes. Meanwhile there is no definitive documented source identifying the location of the
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James A. Bailey, former Special Agent for the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation and
Professor Emeritus, Minnesota State University Mankato, conducts research on the Northfield
Raid and 19th century Westerners. His wife, Margaret B. Bailey, retiree and graduate of the
University of North Carolina, Wilmington, is interested in historical Western culture, family
genealogy and incorporates her research in their articles.
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